This paper is devoted to the construction of a family {π z : \z\ < 1} of uniformly bounded representations of a free product of infinite groups. The construction is based on the ideas of Pytlik and Szwarc, who considered free groups on countably many generators. We have investigated a family of block radial functions discovered by W. Mlotkowski. The functions were defined as follows: for \z\ < 1, Each of these functions turns out to be a matrix coefficient of one of our representations {A z : \z\ < 1}, namely:
where ξ is the common cyclic vector. The constructed representations will be shown to be irreducible, except when z = 0 or z = -^ry > which independently follows from Szwarc's general theorem on the family {φ z : \z\ < 1} (see [Sz.2] Theorem). In the two exceptional cases z = 0 and z = -j^γ we identify the representations with the regular and the quasi-regular representation, respectively.
Next we consider the problem of whether some of the representations {A z } can be made unitary. For this purpose we introduce a family of operators {V z : z e Ω} where Ω = {\z\ < 1}\ (-1, -;#=τ] and intertwine each representation by a proper V z . In this way we get (Theorem 11) an analytic family of uniformly bounded representations {π z : z G Ω} which are unitary if and only if z e {-JJ^J , 1) -All the representations are irreducible if the free product factors are 373 infinite. As a corollary we get the result of Mlotkowski which characterizes those of his functions which are positive definite. For real z that belong to the segment (~ ]^T > 1) the corresponding representation π z is unitary and for other z from B> = {zeC:|z|<l} π z is uniformly bounded and cannot be unitarized (by the result of Mlotkowski) .
One way of dealing with free products of groups in the context of representations was presented by Iozzi and Picardello ([I-P]) and came from the theory of Figa-Talamanca and Picardello ([F-P.l], [F-P.2]). It used the fact that the space of radial functions on the group G = *^! ZJ^ is an abelian algebra. Another approach was found by Pytlik and Szwarc (in [P-S] ). By considering a special operation on free groups they constructed an analytic family of uniformly bounded representations. Later Bozejko gave a general construction of a regular free product of representations ([B.2]). This allowed him to treat both lengths (ordinary and block one) on free groups as special cases.
The operation of cutting the last letter from a word in a free group {x\ x n »-+ X\ *n-i), introduced in [P-S], may be thought of as the translation of a vertex of the tree of the group towards the vertex representing the group identity. This remark inspired us to look in a similar manner at free products. They act by automorphisms on the trees defined by J-P. Serre in [S]. Our idea was to consider the square of the translation "towards the identity" on these trees. In this way we got an operation which preserved the subsets XQ = {elements of the group} and X\ = {right cosets with respect to free product factors} of the set of vertices. In this paper we are dealing with its "restriction"
Most important for us is the case of the free group F# on N free generators. This group is a free product of N copies of the group Z of integers. The block length on F# differs essentially from the ordinary length related to free generators. Therefore our family of uniformly bounded representations of the free group F# seems to be new in comparison to those known so far (see [F-P l], [M-Z] and [P-S]). Actually, an open problem is to prove that our representations are not equivalent to those associated with the ordinary length on F#.
Preliminary notation.
Our group G is a free product of a family {Gi : i e 1} of groups. Here and subsequently we will assume that J = {l,...,iV}, 2 < N < oo, and that each group Gi is countably infinite. The tree Γ(<?) of G defined by Serre (see [S] ) consists of the set X of vertices and the set E(G) of edges. The set X is a disjoint union of two subsets: X o = G = {jgeβis}-the set of elements of G, X\ = {gGf : / G /, g G G}-the set of cosets with respect to the subgroups Gi. The set of edges of Γ(G) consists of pairs (g, gGi) and (gGi, g). In the sequel, P stands for the square of the translation towards the point e = γo, restricted to X\. This means that P is defined on the linear span of X\ by P(G t ) = 0 for / = 1, 2, ... , N and if g G G\{e} is of the form (called the standard form of g): g = g\ g n where g k e G ik \{e} for n > 1 and
This action is easily seen to be an isometry of Γ(G) with respect to the natural distance on the tree.
The unboundedness of the operator P. Set %? = h(X\)
For every g G G the operator L(g) extends to a unitary operator on ^. The operation P does not extend to a bounded operator on %f. In spite of this it plays the key role in our construction.
For fixed z G C and a function / G %? with finite support one may write the formal series Σ)?Lo z k P k f. Here we understand that P acts as a linear operator on the linear span of X\, denoted bŷ (X\).
In the sequel, this space will be identified with the subspace of finitely supported functions. Let us observe that the series has only finitely many nonzero terms. This follows from the fact that for every yeli there exists r G N such that P r γ = 0. Therefore the operator (7-zP) is invertible on 3?(X\) and (/-zP)~1/= Σt^z k -P k f for all / G 3£(X\). For fixed g G G we will compare the actions of P and L(g)PL(g~ι) on J^(X\). Assume that g has the representation g = g\ ' gi gn in standard form and write: &(e) = {G t : / = 1,2,...,#},
Then we have the following
The proof is easily seen on the picture of the tree and we omit it here. (I -zP) which, at the least, may be considered as a linear operator on the vector space ^(X\) spanned by X\. Using the expansion of (7 -zP)" 1 on 3?(X\) one gets for r ~ ^^" the following expression for A z (g)f'.
The uniformly bounded representations
A z . For z G C and g G G define A z (g) = (I -zP)~ιL(g)
LEMMA 2. For every zeC, g eG, f e 3£(X\) we have
For \z\ < 1 the mapping G 3 g ^ A z (g) turns out to be a uniformly bounded representation of the group G in the Hubert space THEOREM 3. For z e B> = {z e C : \z\ < 1}, A z extends to a uniformly bounded representation of G on ^f -h(X\) and for every geG
Proof. For g = e the assertion of the theorem is trivial, because A z (e) = /. Fix g e G\{e} and consider the space %T g = h{&(g)) c βf. By Lemmas 1 and 2 the operator A z (g)L(g~ι) acts as / on a dense subspace of an orthogonal complement of %f g . So it may be extended onto the whole subspace %?£-and ||^4 z ( < g r )L(g r~1 )| χ ±|| = 1.
Therefore we only need to look at the action of
Suppose that /' = L(g)f e ^ and / = ΣL^/W -7-The space £?g is finite dimensional so we may apply A z (g) to / (in fact / G ttiXi)). Write y m = £ 0 g\ ^G/ m+1 for 0 < m < n -1 (where go = 0 Then we get the following formulas for /' e β^g :
Observe that for k > 2, \\P k f\\ < ||P/|| whenever fe&g. To see this assume that g = g\ • g% g n is the representation of g of the standard form. We will denote by ^{g) the set This means that P acts as a shift on SΠ^g). Similarly, one can see that
Therefore P and L(g)PL(g~ι) have norms equal 1 on h{^{g)). Consequently, for \\g\\ = n>\ and f e L(g-i)jr g ,
This is the desired conclusion. #/" *=o Hence
Therefore, for g φ e,
Obviously ^4 Z (^) = / and {A z (e)ξ 9 ξ) = 1 = p z (e). This proves the lemma. α
The cyclic vector ξ for all
A z^ z Φ ^^. We will denote by 3Z the transformation from G into 3P(X\) defined by the following formulas: Z{e) = £o and 2{g) = Σ tφi gGi if g is of the standard form and ||g|| = n > 1. This transformation extends to a bounded operator from h{G) into βf which is injective.
REMARK. In our notation g stands for an element of G as well as for the characteristic function of {g} . Proof. Let g = go g\ gn be in the standard form and assume n > 1 and put ~g = go-g\ g n -\ Then we have formulas
Subtraction of these formulas yields:
Suppose that we have / e %? such that for every g e G(A Z • I/C^ί,)! 2 < +°° However, it was assumed that each group G, was infinite so f(Gj) must be zero. Since i\ has been chosen arbitrary, we obtain /((?,) = 0 for all i € {1, 2,..., N}. Assuming /(gG, ) = 0 holds for all g e G with ||g|| < n -1 we will prove it for ||#|| = n. Take # € G (of the standard form), ||^|| = n. Then, for every a e (?,-and ί # /«, To do that we will produce a sequence S n of operators in Έ/I^{A Z ) which converge strongly to this projection. The assumption that each group G z is infinite is necessary.
Before that we will make some remarks about the consequences of finding such a sequence. Therefore suppose for a moment that S n is given with S n f -> c z {f, ξ)ξ = Sf for all / G βf. If some nontrivial subspace %?\ of β? were invariant under the action of A z we would choose a nonzero vector / in it. Then for all n G N, S n f would belong to the subspace and consequently so would S z f. However, this means that (/, ξ)ξ G %f[ which implies that ξ G %[ if and only if (/, ξ)^Oor equivalents Σ/Ii /(Φ) φ 0. Hence if we show that it is possible to find such / we will have ξ G %{ which is possible only if %f\ = β?. Thus we are reduced to proving the following: LEMMA 9. There exists fe<% [ such that (f,ξ) φθ.
Proof. Let us take any nonzero function h in %\ and choose gG z in supp(/z) such that g has the shortest length. We will assume that S = g\''' gn is in the standard form and that i n = 1, if g φ e. For each xeGwe will write h x for h\^^ (so h = J2 xeG h x ). There are two possible cases: (1) (h,^(g)) = c φ 0 (2) (h,^(g)) = 0. Let us consider the first case. All is trivial if g = e. If not, we have
From this we get {A z {g~x)h, ξ 0 ) = c{\ -z) φ 0 if c φ 0. Thus for c^O we put f = A z (g-ι ) he%Ί. Now let us consider the second case: c = (h, 3?(g)) = 0. Since h g φ 0, there exists / G {2, ... , TV} such that Λ(^G Z ) ^ 0. To simplify the notation we put i = 2. 
(gGi) = -h(gG 2 ).
Therefore (putting R = hone gets: REMARK. We should stress that the formulation of the theorem is almost the same as that of Pytlik and Szwarc (see [P-S] , Theorem 1) in the case of the free groups. All our constructions and results follow their ideas. However, our results apply to bigger class of groups and in the case of free groups our representations seem to differ in kind from all the other known.
As a simple consequence of the theorem we get a result of Mlotkowski (see [M.I] • Proof of Theorem 11. We need only to prove (i). One gets (ii) by a simple estimation \\π z (g)\\ < \\V z -ι \\ \\A z (g)\\ ||F Z ||. Also (iii) immediately follows from the fact that A z (g) L(g~ι) is equal to the identity on the orthogonal complement of ^ and the space V~x%f g is finite dimensional. The irreducibility of π z follows at once from Theorem 9. Proof, (a) R z (a): %? a -• %a\ it suffices to write the following sequence:
Proof of'(i).
This sequence follows immediately from the definition of V z and the fact that the action of A z (a) on %f a -\ may be described by 
on %ί a . Then we have the following formulas: N-l) . This forces 1 + z(N-1) to be positive which implies that z > -jpr[ Thus the necessary condition for A z (a) to be unitary is -7^7 < z < 1. Now one can prove r -s for such z. Similarly, for / > 2, BWB*aGi = aGi + [r + z + zr (N-1) ] G x + r -^(α). This, compared to (III), gives the same conditions on z . By virtue of the former case, BWB*aGi -WaGi for / > 2. By a straightforward computation one shows that BWB*G\ = WG\ for all z from the interval under consideration.
In this manner we have proved that on the space ^ the equality BWB* = W (equivalent to R z {a)R z {a)* = 1 = R z {a)*R z {a)) holds if and only if z e (-^ZT > 1) This finishes the proof of Theorem 11.
Final remarks. In all that has been done in this paper we studied groups with discrete topology. Our assumption was that the groups G were free products G = tfL x G z of N groups of the same infinite cardinality. Geometrical properties of such groups are essential in our investigations-they act on semi-homogeneous trees (called also Bruhat-Tits trees by Ol'shanskii [O] ). The construction of such trees related to free products of groups was presented by Serre in his book [S] .
Our representations all act on the same Hilbert space and are irreducible if all the free product factors are infinite. We believe that this does not happen when the factors are finite (as in the case of free groups studied by Szwarc in [Sz.l]). Actually, the construction can be done even if the free product factors are of different cardinality, so that the associated tree is no longer semi-homogenous. However the number N of the free product factors has to be finite.
As in [P-S] one can show that if z, s e Ω and z/5, z+s+j^j Φ 0 then the representations π z and π s are non-equivalent. We do not know whether z + s + -^y = 0 implies the equivalence π z « π s .
It is worthwhile to see the "picture" of the family of the representations π z (or A z for |z| < 1) as a function of z: One can recognize two representations A z for z = 0 and z = -7^-: AQ = L (quasi-regular representation) and for u = -jfz\A u o% = %oλ where % = j^γ J2", so ^4 W is similar to the regular representation λ of the group G. Looking at Mlotkowski's function φ z for z = 1 one sees that ψ\ = 1 is a constant function, which is a matrix coefficient of the trivial representation of the group. However it seems to us that the construction cannot work for z = 1. The author wishes to thank Professor Marsk Bozejko for suggesting the problems and many stimulating conversations. The author appreciates also Professor Pytlik's reading the manuscript and pointing out some necessary improvements.
